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How to use Realty Mogul to generate cash-flow
from loans secured by real estate

INTRODUCTION TO FIRST TRUST DEED INVESTING 

When investing in real estate, you have two primary options—

1) Invest in equity and participate in cash flow from
rents and the upside when the property is sold, or 

2) Invest in loans where your returns are more consistent,
and your loan is secured by the property

Today we are going to focus primarily on option 2, investing in
loans. Investing in loans secured by real estate is commonly
called “First Trust Deed Investing” in real estate circles.  It
means that you, the investor, become a private money
source and loan money to a borrower.  

Your investment in the loan is secured by a document called
a “Trust Deed”. These trust deeds are filed at the County
Recorder’s office, demonstrating legal proof that your loan
has been made on the property and is secured by the actual
property.  By recording the trust deed, you are giving public 
notice  to any other lenders and/or lien holders  that you hold
a debt on the property.  You are also shielding yourself from
the possibility the property is sold without  repayment of the loan.  

The loan is said to be in “first” position because there are no other lenders that have claim to that
property before you.  Should something occur with the loan, you are in the best position to recover
your investment. 

At Realty Mogul, we offer high-yield first trust deeds (typically 8% or greater) that can be purchased by
individuals, corporations, LLCs or IRAs.  When you invest in these loans, you become the bank and
lend money to a private real estate investment company who purchases, renovates and resells 
residential real estate. 

How can I control my risk with first trust deed investing?
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LOANS SECURED BY REAL ESTATE HAVE 3 UNIQUE PROPERTIES TO HELP CONTROL RISK. 

1) Equity in the transaction – At Realty Mogul, we do not showcase loans that are for more than 
the purchase price of a property. There is always an equity cushion in the transaction should 
something happen to the property or should the real estate markets take a dip.  We typically look
at loans that are less than 80% of purchase price. This is called the loan-to-value ratio or LTV.

2) Being in First Position – A trust deed in first position means that no other lenders have a claim to
the property before the Realty Mogul investor.  At Realty Mogul, all of our loans are in first position.
While some other companies will make and sell loans in “second” position, the safest place for 
investors is the first position.  It is not uncommon for properties to be secured by two or 
sometimes more loans, especially during a distressed economic market.

3) Skin in the Game – Borrowers always have their own money in a transaction.  

In addition to the three properties above, many first trust deeds also carry personal guarantees 
directly from the borrower.  

What are the benefits of trust deed investing?

> Lower volatility: Unlike the stock market, 
investing in loans secured by real estate tends
to be less volatile.  If the loan is paying 8%, you
can expect to receive 8%, not 6% or 10%.  

> Secured by the property: When you invest in
“paper” assets, like a stock or bond, there is no
physical asset you can see and touch.  When
you invest in trust deeds, you know the exact
property that you are secured by.

> Consistent cash flow: At Realty Mogul, we
provide distributions on our trust deeds on a 
monthly or quarterly basis.  

> Diversification: Investing in trust deeds gives
you exposure to real estate without dealing
with the hassles of tenants, toilets and trash.  
In addition, our minimum investment is $5,000
so with $25,000, you could invest in five differ-
ent trust deeds, giving added diversification. 
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WHEN POSTING LOANS ON THE PLATFORM, WHAT CRITERIA DOES REALTY MOGUL LOOK FOR?

Currently we only provide loans secured by residential properties.
Residential properties include single family homes, duplexes,
triplexes and four units. Most of these loans are for rehabilitations.
A private real estate investment company will acquire the property
to renovate it and resell as quickly as possible. Our criteria are 
as follows:

> The loan to purchase price or loan to value  is less than 80%

> The loan to cost (including the budget for the rehab)
is less than 70%

> The estimated loan to after repair value (after improvements
once the property is sold) is less than 65%

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF OUR PROCESS

Purchase Price $230,000 Purchase price is the value paid for the home

Loan Amount $180,000 

Loan to 78% Loan to purchase price is the loan amount 
purchase price divided by the purchase price 

Rehab Budget $40,000 

Total cost $270,000 Total cost is the sum of the purchase price 
and the rehab budget

Loan to cost 67% Loan to cost is the total cost divided by the loan amount

After Repair Value $300,000 After repair value is an estimated value for the property
(ARV) based on comparables sales in that neighborhood for a 

similar property type

Loan to ARV 60% Loan to after repair value is the loan amount divided by 
the estimated after repair value
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WHY DOESN’T A BANK MAKE THESE LOANS AT LOWER RATES?

Most of the first trust deeds on Realty Mogul are to borrowers who are professional real estate 
companies, be it professional investors or professional rehabbers/ flippers. Banks typically do not
make these loans for 3 reasons:

1) Banks do not like to lend on non-occupied property: For the loans that are being made to re-
habbers, the properties are typically vacant.  This allows them to renovate the property and look
to resell it to an end home buyer or another investor as quickly as possible.  Banks tend not to like
non-occupied property because there is no cash-flow. 

2) Banks are bureaucratic:Most of these loans are short term, either 6 months or 12 month.  By 
the time a bank sends the loan to underwriting, then senior underwriting, then senior senior 
underwriting , it is difficult for them to recoup the cost they spent making the loan given the short
duration of the loan. 

3) The borrower may already have four traditional bank loans: For loans that are made to 
professional investors, conventional lenders tend to limit the number of loans that any one 
borrower can have outstanding at any given time. Even if this is a full-time, professional business,
lenders view borrowers who own more than 4 homes as a greater risk.

WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE INVEST IN LOANS WITH REALTY MOGUL?

All kinds of people are investing with us currently, including:

1) High-income earners: These individuals are making great salaries at some of the best companies
in the country like law firms, CPA firms, Google, Microsoft and even real estate brokerages like
CBRE or Marcus and Milichap.  These high-income earners don’t have the time to invest in real 
estate properties on their own, but want exposure to the real estate markets in their portfolios.
Many times they are investing through retirement accounts for the long term and allowing their
money to grow.

2) Individuals nearing or in retirement: These individuals are slowly moving more and more money
out of the stock markets and looking to invest in assets that produce income on a consistent basis.  

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE BORROWER DOES NOT PAY INTEREST ON THE LOAN? 

If the borrower stops paying interest on the loan, the remedy is to foreclose on the property and sell it
to recoup the investment.  If there is a shortfall and there is a personal guarantee, it is also possible to
pursue the borrower personally for any shortfall.   In the event this should occur, Realty Mogul would
step in to put a 3rd party servicer in place to handle any foreclosure proceedings. 
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HOW DOES THE PROCESS WORK ON REALTY MOGUL?

After creating a user account and verifying that you are an 
accredited investor, Realty Mogul allows you to browse 
investments, including loans secured by real estate, and 
do all of your due diligence online.  

From there, you can sign legal documents online, transfer funds
online and have 24/7 access to an investor dashboard to watch
how your investments are performing.  Investor payments will be
distributed monthly or quarterly and will be funded directly into
the bank account of your choosing.  Each time a payment is
made, your dashboard will be updated to reflect the distribution.  

At the end of the year, you will be provided with the requisite tax documentation for tax filings. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF REALTY MOGUL?  CAN’T I DO THIS ON MY OWN?

The short answer is you could 100% do this on your own.  If you are one of our clients, you are smart, 
sophisticated and savvy and are more than capable of investing in trust deeds and identifying borrowers
on your own. The better question is, do you want to?  

At Realty Mogul, we believe in passive investing, where your money and your time are not linked.  
Doing this on your own means investing your most valuable asset, your time. 

Here are some of the benefits of using Realty Mogul:

> Paperwork: When you invest in first trust deeds, you want your investment to be secure and that
means a lot of paperwork.   For every investment, there is a corresponding promissory note from 
the borrower.  If there is a personal guarantee, there is a corresponding guarantee.  Add to that title
reports and escrow instructions, and this investment becomes anything but passive.

> Deal management: Investing in these loans requires working with a title company (to make sure
you will be in first position on the title), an escrow company (to help facilitate the closing), a borrower
and the investors.  Somebody needs to manage all the players, and Realty Mogul plays that role. 

> Investment Sizes: If you invest in trust deeds on your own, you will likely have to invest in the entire
loan, or convince your friends and family to do it with you. Realty Mogul makes it simple, with $5,000
minimum investments, enabling you to spread your money across multiple loans and diversify risk. 

With Realty Mogul, you can sit back and 
watch your money work for you.


